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Coordination and Status Influence* C. Robert Clark† Samuel Clark‡ Mattias K. Polborn§



Abstract We develop a theoretical model to explain why the influence of higher-status individuals is often accepted even when status is not an indication of superior information or competence. We propose an explanation that characterizes such acceptance as a rational strategy in cases where coordination is important. If a high-status individual is more prominent in the population, he or she can be used as a coordination device. In our model initial movers select from among a set of alternatives. Before selecting, these agents each get a signal suggesting which alternative is more likely the better one. Later movers observe the choices of some subset of the initial movers before making their own selection and are assumed to have two objectives: they would like to make the correct decision, and they would like to coordinate with as many others as possible. We assume that, of the initial movers, one is of high status. We model the fact that the high-status individual is more prominent by assuming that every later mover observes the action chosen by the high-status individual along with the actions chosen by some randomly drawn subset of the initial movers. Each later mover knows that every other later mover has seen the action choice of the high-status individual but does not know the action choices of the other later movers' randomly drawn observations. We characterize equilibria in which all initial mover choices, or only the choice of the high-status individual, are used by later movers when making their decisions. This allows us to determine whether agents weigh the behavior of higher-status agents more heavily than that of other agents, and whether the total utility of agents is improved as a result of the existence of high-status individuals. Keywords: Status, Prominence, Coordination.
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1. Introduction Persons who enjoy higher status exercise status power. This power can take the form of entitlement to rewards and/or deference; it can also take the form of conformity, acquiescence, or imitation on the part of lower-status persons. We shall refer to the exercise of this second kind of status power - when the will, behavior, or opinion of a higher-status person is more often accepted or imitated - as status influence. It has been demonstrated that such power exists mostly in experimental studies, but also in research on the self image of newly weds, on pedestrians crossing against a light, and on adolescents taking up smoking.1 The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the project of explaining this phenomenon. There are a number of reasons for status influence suggested in the literature, though they are not often the subject of explicit discussion. In situations where high status is an indication of superior information or competence, we have no difficulty understanding acceptance or imitation as a sensible strategy on the part of less informed or less competent agents. However, in many instances the views of high-status persons are accepted or their actions are copied even when their information or competence is not clearly better than that of lower-status persons. The most widely accepted explanation in the literature for this phenomenon comes from the expectation-states school of thought; the process that explains status influence is "status generalization": people suppose that persons who are superior on one social dimension will be superior on others unless there is evidence to the contrary, a supposition usually referred to as the "burden-of-proof" assumption (Berger et al. 1980; Martin and Greenstein 1983; Webster and Foschi 1988; Fisek et al. 1991; Ridgeway and Walker 1995). According to another well-established tradition of thought, real or perceived greater competence or information on the part of at least one member of a group leads to an exchange in which compliance, often along with praise and deference, are exchanged for a service, a service that presumably only the more competent person can contribute (Homans 1961; Blau 1964; Goode 1978). It has also been argued that the service that higher-status people provide in return for compliance may be social approval. In other words, lower-status persons accept the influence of higher-status persons in order to obtain their approbation or to avoid their disapprobation (Martin and Greenstein 1983). Somewhat similarly, people may appropriate to themselves the viewpoint or behavior of a higher-status person in order to raise their own status, or at least avoid lowering it; they think they will be perceived as superior if they talk like or act like a higher-status person or as inferior if they do not. Finally, it has been argued that influence is normative. It occurs as a result of social norms that say it is appropriate for lower-status persons to defer to those of higher status; in some cases it may be perceived as only right that the higher-status person leads the way (Ridgeway 1988; Ridgeway and Walker 1995).
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The number of experimental studies that have documented status influence is vast. As examples see Adams and Landers (1978), Ridgeway (1981), Martin and Greenstein (1983), Dembo and McAuliffe (1987), De Gilder and Wilke (1994), and Sapp et al. (1996). On the self-image of newly weds see Cast et al. (1999), on pedestrians crossing against a light see Guéguen and Pichot (2001), and on adolescents taking up smoking see several responses to a questionnaire used by Gladwell (2001: 227-30).



Without suggesting that these explanations of status power are mistaken or secondary, we propose an additional reason for status influence, which is operative under certain conditions. The great majority of studies that have examined status influence have been done on small groups; this is true of most of the work cited in the preceding paragraph, even that of Homans and Blau, both of whom drew their conclusions primarily from small-groups research done by themselves and others. It is likely, however, that the reasons for status influence in the larger world are not identical to those in small groups, or at least that status influence may occur in the larger world for other reasons in addition to those that have been identified in small-groups research. One of the most significant characteristics of higher-status persons in the larger world that is not the case in small groups is that they are more prominent than lower-status persons. Our argument is that, because of the prominence of a higher-status person in the population, accepting his or her influence can be a rational strategy in cases where coordination is important. If individuals care about the number of other people who choose the same action as they do, they can use the high-status individual as a coordination device. To be sure, there are many other means by which people can coordinate their actions with those of others; we are claiming only that one of the means available, under certain conditions, is to follow the lead of higher-status persons. The greater prominence of higher-status persons in the larger world is a fundamental assumption of our argument. We do not assume that all prominent persons are high in status, nor that all high-status persons are prominent. We simply assume that as a generalization high-status persons are likely to be more prominent than lower-status persons. There are two reasons for this. First, in most societies high-status persons will be more visible - more likely observed, more likely the center of attention, more likely watched by crowds or audiences, more likely to be "on stage". This is all the more true in societies with mass communications media, which have given rise to a special kind of high-status person, the celebrity, a term used to refer to a person who is highly visible, who is "known for his or her knownness" (Boorstin 1961; Gamson 1994; Turner 2000; Ponce de Leon 2002). Secondly, on average high-status persons have social networks that are different from the networks of lower-status persons. Numerous studies have shown that, generally speaking, people with higher status have larger, less dense, and/or more diverse networks with greater range (Fischer 1982; Lin and Dumin 1986; Campbell et al. 1986; Marsden 1987; Erickson 1996; and Lin 2001). Here status is typically measured by occupation, education, or income. Prestige in itself could generate larger networks as a result of the combined effect of two general conditions: (1) the distribution of prestige is pyramidal; and (2) people prefer to associate with those of slightly higher status than their own (Laumann 1966). However, it is likely that the findings of these studies are due primarily to the fact that status is associated with life experiences that create larger, more diverse networks (Erickson 2004). In any case, network size, range, and diversity affect prominence. The actions of persons with larger social networks would be observed by a larger number of persons. To the extent that the networks of a person have greater range, are more diverse, and are less dense, those with whom he or she is in contact would less likely observe one another, making the former more prominent. This conclusion is supported empirically by Giuffre (1999), who found that photographic artists with less dense networks got more reviews. People with relatively dense networks are less critical for communication because they are redundant (Granovetter 1973 and 1983).



But why should prominence yield influence? This is what our model seeks to explain. Essentially it says that high-status individuals help to generate the "common knowledge" necessary for coordination. Chwe (1998, 1999, and 2001) argues convincingly that in order to achieve coordination, individuals must know what other individuals know, and the latter must know that the former know what the latter know, and so on. The prominence of the high-status individual makes it more likely that his or her choice is "common knowledge". We suppose that there are two groups of people that choose between available alternatives in two consecutive periods. In the first period, a relatively small group of initial movers selects from among the set of alternatives. Before selecting, these initial movers each get a signal suggesting which alternative is more likely the better one. These agents can be thought of as trend-setters who adopt early, or as insiders whose selections are in fact recommendations. A relatively large group of later movers (followers) observes the choices of some subset of the initial movers before making their own selection. These later movers are assumed to have two objectives: they would like to make the correct decision (in the sense of choosing the better alternative), and they would like to coordinate with as many others as possible. The coordination motive stems from the fact that agents are assumed to derive utility from the number of people who choose the same action as they do. This could be because people want to wear "popular" clothes, consume "popular" products, or take part in "popular" activities (Chwe 1998), or for reasons of compatibility (Katz and Shapiro 1994). Let us consider three examples that can be kept in mind as we describe the model. The first is that of people trying to decide whether to take part in a collective action. They consider the worthiness of the cause (relative to other causes, or to alternative uses of their time); in addition, however, they may not want to participate if hardly anyone else will be doing so. The second example is the case of people trying to make a decision on the purchase of a new item of clothing. They want something of good quality, which will last and preserve its shape, is easy to clean, will keep them warm or cool - in other words is a correct choice - but in most cases they also do not want to be deviant; indeed they may want to be sure to be wearing what at least some others in their profession or community are wearing. And third we can take the example of young people deciding whether to start smoking. They are influenced by claims that smoking is bad for their health versus claims that the ill effects are exaggerated or remote, but they may also not want to be the only ones in their reference group to be smoking or not to be smoking. We assume that of the initial movers one is of high status. We model the fact that the high-status individual is more prominent by assuming that every later mover observes the action chosen by the high-status individual along with the actions chosen by some randomly drawn subset of the initial movers. Each later mover knows that every other later mover has seen the action choice of the high-status individual but does not know the action choices of the other later movers' randomly drawn observations. In the clothing selection example, individuals might observe the dress of some subset of the members of their profession or community along with the dress of someone considered to be of high status by members of the group. In the collective-action example, individuals might learn the decision of whether or not to attend a rally of some of their friends or classmates along with the decision of someone considered to be of high status -- perhaps a celebrity. Even though we assume that high-status individuals are not better informed than lowerstatus individuals, it is nevertheless intuitive that later movers put more weight on the



high-status individual's action when making their choice, because the observation of the high-status individual allows them to coordinate their action with that of other people. However, there is a potential trade-off. As the high-status individual does not have an informational advantage over lower-status individuals, and second-group movers observe a larger number of lower-status individuals' decisions, a second-group individual may observe in his sample that a majority picked an action different from the one chosen by the high-status individual. Consequently, he will conclude that the decision of the highstatus individual was not the correct one (e.g. that the item of clothing is of poor quality, or that the rally's cause is not worthwhile). Nevertheless, if coordination is sufficiently important, there is an equilibrium in which all second-group movers disregard potentially better information gained from lower-status observations and follow the high-status action; whereas, if choosing the correct action is sufficiently important relative to coordination, a second-period mover will choose the same action as the majority of his observations, without placing extra weight on the high-status individual's action. For some parameter values, both types of equilibria exist, and in these cases, it is interesting to compare the equilibrium utility in both of them. Does the total utility of agents improve as a result of the existence of high-status individuals? It turns out that sometimes, the answer is affirmative. In other cases, the high-status equilibrium induces coordination on the wrong action, which wastes valuable information. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we outline the model. In section 3 we characterize equilibrium behavior and we compare utility in both types of equilibria. Finally, in section 4 we review what the model explains and does not explain.



2. Model There are two groups of people who each have to make a decision. People in the first group get a signal on the state of the world which can either favor state α or state β. There are two available choices, A and B such that in state α, choice A is ceteris paribus better, while for state β choice B is better. The ex ante probability of state α and state β is 1/2, respectively. The probability that a signal is correct is q (>1/2), and consequently this is also the ex-post probability for someone in the first group after receiving a signal. There are relatively few people in the first group and relatively many in the second, so that people in the second group are mainly concerned with coordination with other second-group individuals and not with first group movers.2 We assume that of players in the first group, one is of high status. People in the second group observe the choices of some subset of players in the first group before making their own selection. The latermovers always observe the action chosen by the high-status agent and a random sample of N-1 others. The payoff for all players is realized after the choices of the second group are made. Payoffs are as follows: u = sI+mP where I is an indicator that equals 1 if the agent's choice is correct (i.e., matches the realized state of the world) and 0 otherwise and P is the proportion of people making the same choice. This is the simplest characterization of 2



This assumption simplifies the algebra considerably in comparison to the case that second group individuals care about coordination with the first group, too. However, the results are qualitatively robust to changing this assumption.



a utility function that captures the two objectives of second-group individuals: to make the correct decision and to coordinate with as many other people as possible.3 The fraction s/m measures the intensity of the desire to choose the action corresponding to the state of the world versus the desire to coordinate with the majority. If s/m is small, the coordination motive is relatively strong and vice versa. Some comments regarding the model and its relation to other models are in order. The assumption that the high-status player's choice is always observed is meant to capture the fact that he is prominent or that he has many social ties and so many people observe his behavior or communicate with him. For simplicity, we examine the case where the highstatus individual has ties to everyone in the population. We discuss the implications of relaxing this assumption below. Also, note that we assume that the probability of a correct signal is the same for all individuals in the first group; that is, high-status individuals do not have any better information than low-status individuals. While there might be cases in which high-status individuals have better information, there are many instances in which this assumption should be approximately satisfied. Moreover, our objective is to isolate the pure coordination effect that high-status individuals may have in a setting in which they have no informational advantage over low-status individuals and so their actions are not intrinsically "more informative" for observers. The model also formally assumes that the only information of members of the second group is their observation of a sample of first movers, but this is without major loss of generality. One could interpret one of the "observations" in an individual's "sample" as his own signal on the state of the world; this would not change any of the results below at all. In fact, one could also interpret the signal provided by the high-status individual as being publicly observable information and his other information as being private. In this sense ours is related to papers that study Bayesian learning (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1992; Banerjee 1992; Bala and Goyal 1998) and to the global games literature (Carlsson and van Damme 1993; Morris and Shin 2000 and 2002). In the Bayesian learning literature agents choose between actions that have unknown payoffs. In Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch, and Banerjee agents move sequentially each making a single choice and observing the selections of those that have chosen before them. In Bala and Goyal agents choose repeatedly between actions and can learn from their own experiences, those of their immediate neighbors, and those of some publicly observable figures. In both cases, private information is revealed through action choices, and so after observing enough actions, individuals could choose under nearly perfect information. However, in the sequential choice papers, because agents care only about their own payoff, they disregard the informational externality resulting from their actions, and this leads to an early development of herd behavior, possibly before information is correctly aggregated. Similarly, in the case of repeated choice, if the publicly available figures make incorrect choices, these observations may overwhelm those of a few action choices by neighbors, and so agents may not end up choosing the correct option. In our model, later movers make their selections simultaneously and so the amount of 3



We have specified that utility increases linearly with the proportion of agents that choose the same option (see Katz and Shapiro (1986, 1992), and Farrell and Saloner (1992) for similar utility functions when agents care about the size of the network they belong to), but our results would still hold for any utility function in which utility was increasing in the proportion of agents that choose the same option.



information available to each agent is exogenous. The other difference is that in our model the strategic interaction among players depends on the fact that utility is a function of the choices of others, and that agents may use their available information in different ways in different equilibria. That is, we focus on understanding why and under what circumstances agents pay more attention to publicly available information, while the papers mentioned above focus only on the informational externality in information transmission. Global games are games of incomplete information in which uncertain economic fundamentals are summarized by a state of the world and in which each agent has different noisy information on the state. If the noise technology is common knowledge among the agents, then, using their information, each agent forms beliefs about economic fundamentals, beliefs about the other agents' beliefs about fundamentals, and so on. Morris and Shin (2002) consider a setting in which agents receive public and private information about different investment alternatives, and examine the welfare effects of better public information.



3. Equilibrium Behavior 3.1 The N=3 Case For simplicity we describe equilibrium behavior in the case N = 3, so that players in the second group observe the high-status agent and two other randomly selected players. This is the simplest case in which an interesting trade-off arises for an individual in the second group: He knows that all other individuals also see the high-status agent which makes it more likely that he can coordinate with many other people if he chooses the same action as the high-status agent. On the other hand, he may observe two low-status people making a different choice than the high-status agent. Since, by assumption all individuals in the first group receive the same quality of information, it is more likely that the two low-status people got the correct signal and the high-status agent got the wrong signal than the other way around. Therefore, with respect to matching the state of the world, a second-period individual would like to follow the majority of his observations.4 We focus here on the case of N = 3, as it is the simplest setting that allows us to derive all interesting results. However, we discuss the implications of N > 3 below and show that the conclusions derived for N = 3 are robust to this change. 3.1.1
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Status Equilibrium



Incidentally, this result is related to the Condorcet Jury Theorem (Condorcet 1785; for a formal modern treatment, see Miller 1986). This theorem deals with a setting in which the signaling technology is the same as it is here, and states that the majority of a committee is more likely to be correct than any single individual, and that the probability of a correct committee decision goes to one as the size of the committee increases. The difference between the Condorcet Jury Theorem and our setting is that in our case individuals are also concerned with coordination while the objective of agents in the Condorcet Jury Theorem is only to make the correct decision that matches the state of the world.



We first check to see whether an equilibrium exists in which people in the second group look only at what the high-status agent did and ignore the choices of the other two players they observed. We will call such an equilibrium a Status Equilibrium (SE). Definition 1: An equilibrium strategy profile is called a Status Equilibrium (SE), if each player chooses action A if and only if the high-status agent has chosen A. Let J denote the combination of actions that an individual in the second group observes, where J ∈{AAA,AAB,ABB,ABA,BAA,BAB,BBA,BBB} (the first letter stands for the high-status agent's action, the second and third for the randomly selected observations). The critical constellation is if an individual of the second group observes that the high-status agent's choice is something different than that of the other two players so that the high-status agent is not in the majority.5 Without loss of generality, suppose in the following that the high-status agent is observed to choose B, while the low-status agents choose A. The probability that the state is α, given the observation (BAA), is: Pr ( BAA | α )Pr (α ) Pr ( BAA | α )Pr (α ) + Pr ( BAA | β )Pr ( β ) q ²(1 − q )(1/2) = q ²(1 − q )(1/2) + (1 − q )² q (1/2) = q.



Pr(α | BAA) =



Hence, the ex post probability that β is the state of the world is (1- q). We let U SE ( J , X ) denote the expected utility of a player in the second group who receives information J and takes action X, given that all other players play an SE (i.e., follow the high-status agent). An SE exists if a player is better off following the highstatus agent when everyone else does than deviating and choosing A. A player who chooses B in this case gets: U SE ( BAA, B) = (1- q)s+m. A player who deviates and chooses A gets: U SE ( BAA, A) = qs. So a status equilibrium exists if (1-q)s+m > qs or if



s 1 ≤ . m 2q − 1 5



(1)



It is intuitive and easy to show that a person who observes the high-status agent and one or two low-status individuals choosing the same action will follow them, first, because it is the more likely that this action matches the state of the world, and second because of coordination considerations.



This condition is more easily satisfied, the smaller s and the larger m. That is, the SE is more likely to exist when coordination is relatively more important. We can also examine the effect on existence of this equilibrium of changing the quality of information. Since a decrease in q increases the right hand side of (1), an SE is more likely to exist when signal quality is relatively low. Intuitively, if signals are not very accurate anyway, then the probability of the action chosen by the high-status agent (and not chosen by the two other people) being correct is quite high (even if lower than 1/2), and so the informational disadvantage of choosing the high-status agent's action is outweighed by the beneficial coordination it affords. On the other hand, if signal quality q is high, then the low-status majority is very likely correct. Note that, even if q is close to 1, an SE exists as long as s < m, that is, if coordination is relatively more important than matching the state of the world. We sum up the results for the SE in the following Proposition: Proposition 1: 1. An SE exists if and only if (1) is satisfied. 2. If an SE exists for (m₀,s₀,q₀), then it also exists for any (m₁,s₁,q₁), where m₁≥ m₀, s₁≤ s₀ and q₁≤ q₀. 3.1.2



Egalitarian Equilibrium



The other possible reasonable equilibrium type is what we call an Egalitarian Equilibrium (EE). In an EE, all players in the second group follow the choice made by the majority of their first group observations. Definition 2: An equilibrium strategy profile is called an Egalitarian Equilibrium (EE), if each individual for whom Pr(α|J) > 1/2 chooses action A, and action B if Pr(α|J) < 1/2.



Note that the behavior of an individual in the EE differs from behavior in an SE only for one type of sample observation, namely if the high-status agent chooses an action different from the two low-status observations. In all other observation cases, the highstatus agent is also in the majority, and so equilibrium behavior is the same for these types in the SE and the EE. Again, let us consider an individual of the second group who made the critical observation that the high-status agent's choice is something different than that of the other two players. In the EE, the equilibrium strategy is to follow the choice of the two lowstatus agents and so an EE exists if a player is better off doing this than deviating and following the high-status agent's choice of B. A player who chooses the majority selection of A gets:



U EE ( BAA, A) = qs + qmq² + (1-q)m(1-q)², for the following reason: He has made the correct choice with probability q and so gets qs expected payoff from being correct. If the state of the world is α (which, given the observations, it is with probability q), the proportion of the population that have the same



set of observations that he does and so make the same selection is q². If the state of the world is in fact β, then the probability that two low-status agents observe A is (1-q)². A player who deviates and follows the high-status agent's choice of B while all others keep to the egalitarian equilibrium strategy gets:



U EE ( BAA, B) = (1-q)s + qm(1-q²) + (1-q)m(1-(1-q)²). His decision is correct only with probability (1-q). If the true state is α (which happens with probability q), he coordinates with a proportion of 1-q² of the other players, that is, everyone except those who have observed two low-status individuals with signals that turned out to be correct. If the true state of the world is β (probability 1-q), choosing B allows him to coordinate with everyone except those players who have seen two incorrect signals among their low-status observations. Note that the number of people who choose B in an EE, even if the state is α, may still be the majority of people, for example, if q = 0.6, then 1-q² = 0.64. Intuitively, even if all other players play the EE and the true state is α, choosing B allows for coordination with all people who have drawn at least one low-status individual who received a wrong signal, since their sample contains a majority for B. So an egalitarian equilibrium exists if an individual with the critical observation (BAA) does not benefit from switching to the high-status agent choice B, consequently, if U EE ( BAA, A) ≥ U EE ( BAA, B) , or equivalently,



s 6q(1 − q ) − 1 ≥ . 2q − 1 m



(2)



This condition is more easily satisfied, the larger s and the smaller m. That is, the EE is more likely to exist when coordination is relatively less important. On the other hand, note that for q close to 1, the numerator on the right hand side is always negative and so an EE exists for all values of s/m (both s and m are necessarily positive). Intuitively, if q is large, then many people observe two correct signals (among the low-status observations) and therefore, a higher expected degree of coordination can be achieved by going against the high-status agent, if the individual suspects that the high-status agent is wrong. More generally, we can also examine the effect on existence of this equilibrium of changing the quality of information. As q > 1/2, an increase in q decreases the numerator and increases the denominator in (2), and so, as the quality of information increases, an EE is more likely to exist. We sum up the results of the EE in the following Proposition: Proposition 2: 1. An EE exists if and only if (2) is satisfied. 2. If an EE exists for (m₀,s₀,q₀), then it also exists for any (m₁,s₁,q₁) where m₁≤ m₀, s₁≥ s₀ and q₁≥ q₀. 3.1.3



Prominence and Equilibrium Behavior



Here we consider the effect on the existence of the two equilibrium types of relaxing the assumption that the high-status agent has ties to everyone in the population. At the extreme, the high-status agent's choice is no more likely to be observed than anyone else's. In this case, it never makes sense to weigh the choice of the high-status agent more heavily. Regardless of the relative importance of coordination, the status equilibrium will never exist and the egalitarian equilibrium will always exist. In general, it is intuitive that the more ties the high-status agent has, the more likely it is that the status equilibrium exists. The fewer ties the high-status agent has, the more likely it is that the egalitarian equilibrium exists. 3.1.4



Equilibrium Utility Comparison



We have established the existence of two types of equilibria, one in which the action choice of the high-status agent is given more weight and another in which agents choose the statistically best choice. Here we compare these two equilibrium types in terms of the expected utility they generate for the players. This analysis is most interesting for parameter constellations for which both types of equilibria exist, so that there is a real coordination problem for society as to which equilibrium to play. Our first objective is therefore to derive conditions for parameters such that both types of equilibria exist. To show that for any q, there is an interval of values for s/m such that both a status equilibrium, and an egalitarian equilibrium exist, we must show (combining (1) and (2)) that: 1 6q(1 − q) − 1 > . 2q − 1 2q − 1 or, equivalently, 6q(1-q) < 2. Since q(1-q) ≤ 1/4 for q ≥ 1/2, this holds for all q∈ (1/2,1). We will now show that the interval of values of s/m that satisfy both (1) and (2) falls into two parts: For s/m relatively low, the status equilibrium is better than the egalitarian equilibrium, and vice versa for the upper part. Equilibrium utility of a second-group player in the status equilibrium is:



EU SE = qs + m , while in the egalitarian equilibrium it is: EU EE = q((1-q)²m(1-q)²+(1-(1-q)²)(s+m(1-(1-q)²))) +(1-q)((1-q²)m(1-q²)+q²(s+mq²)),



for the following reason: With probability q, the high-status agent receives the correct signal; in this case, an individual who receives two incorrect observations from lowstatus persons (probability (1-q)²) will coordinate only with those individuals who made the same observation mistake. With probability 1-(1-q)², the individual received at least one correct observation from low-status persons and coordinates with everyone who also got at least one correct observation from the low-status persons in his sample (first line).



With probability (1-q), the high-status agent receives a wrong signal (second line); then, the individual chooses the wrong action unless he observes two correct other signals (probability 1-q²), in which case he coordinates with a proportion 1-q² of the population. He chooses the correct action only if he observes two low-status persons who both received a correct signal (and then he coordinates with a proportion q² of the population). We want to know where EU EE > EU SE and vice versa. In the following graph we sketch the areas of existence for each of the two equilibria and the areas where each are better. Using equation (2) we can see that the egalitarian equilibrium exists above the dotted line, while equation (1) tells us that the status equilibrium exists below the solid line.



Above the dashed line the egalitarian equilibrium is better. Below it, the status equilibrium is better. So for low values of q the status equilibrium is always better. Intuitively, the status equilibrium allows for coordination despite the fact that the quality of the signal is low. For higher q the egalitarian equilibrium is more often better than the status equilibrium since coordination can be achieved for almost all players because of the high q and because using three signals rather than one increases the likelihood of the choice being correct. Consider, for example, the case of s/m = 2/3, and q near to 1. In this case, both types of equilibria exist. Since coordination is more important than matching the state, players would be willing to play the action of the high-status agent, given that all other people do this, even if they are pretty sure that the state would actually favor the other action (which they are, if they observe a majority going against the high-status agent's choice). This SE is less efficient than an EE for the same parameter constellation: Given that q is close to



1, almost all people observe a majority of correct choices, and if everyone follows the majority he observes, then almost all players manage to coordinate, even if it happened that the high-status agent by chance was wrong. Hence, while following the high-status agent is a behavior in an equilibrium here, this equilibrium wastes valuable information. On the other hand, consider a parameter constellation on the dotted line, where the EE barely exists, because an individual who observes two low-status signals going against the high-status agent is indifferent between the higher probability of being correct when following the majority and the coordination afforded when following the high-status agent. In such a parameter constellation, a switch by all players to the SE is unambiguously beneficial: The said individual (with two opposing low-status observations) is now strictly better off choosing the high-status agent's action than before, because he coordinates with even more (that is, all) other players. The same is true for players with different observations (i.e., either one or two low-status signals that confirm the high-status agent's action); these players' actions are the same in the SE as in the EE, but in the SE, they receive the benefits of higher coordination. Hence, the SE is clearly better for everybody here, and so society benefits from the observability of the highstatus agent and the coordination it facilitates. 3.2 The N > 3 Case



We now develop the story to allow players in the second group to observe the choices made by N players from the first group. We begin by extending our egalitarian equilibrium concept developed for the N = 3 case: Definition 3: An egalitarian equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium in which the second generation's strategy is to count the number of people in their respective samples, who chose A and B, and to choose A if and only if the number of people in the sample who chose A is larger than the number of people who chose B. (The high-status agent's choice does not get any extra weight.)



There are parameter values such that this type of equilibrium always exists. In particular, if coordination is not important, it always makes sense to do what is statistically best. Also, if signal accuracy is sufficiently high, then, even if coordination is relatively important, the egalitarian equilibrium exists for any N since if q is large, many people observe a majority of correct signals (among the low-status observations). Therefore, a higher expected degree of coordination can be achieved by going against the high-status agent, if the individual suspects that the high-status agent is wrong. Next we extend the concept of status equilibrium developed in the N = 3 case: Definition 4: A status equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium in which the second generation's strategy is determined by a cutoff number C* < (N -1)/2 which has the following property: An individual of the second generation makes the same choice as the highstatus agent, if and only if he observes that at least C* of his other observations choose the same as the high-status agent. (The high-status agent's choice gets extra weight at least in some circumstances.)



So in some sense there are (N -1)/2 different status equilibria for every N, each requiring a different number of observations to match that of the high-status agent. We will consider the two extreme cases: C* = (N -3)/2 and C* = 0. The former will be referred to as the weak status equilibrium, since in addition to the high-status agent's choice, (N -3)/2 matching choices must be observed. The latter will be referred to as the strong status equilibrium, since only the high-status agent's choice must be observed. In the N = 3 example, these two cases coincide. If signals are sufficiently inaccurate but coordination is very important, then even if every other observation suggests a different choice than the one made by the high-status agent, a member of the second group will follow the high-status agent since he knows that everyone else has observed this choice. In other words, there exist values of s,m, and q such that a strong status equilibrium exists. Since the weak status equilibrium involves more observations that agree with that of the high-status agent, its existence conditions are even more easily satisfied. What can be said about equilibrium utility in the different equilibria? Does society benefit from the existence of the high-status individual? As in the N = 3 case, for low values of q the status equilibrium is always better than the egalitarian equilibrium since it allows for coordination. For higher q the egalitarian equilibrium is likely better than the status equilibrium because coordination can be achieved for almost all players as a result of the high q and because using all information rather than just one observation (in the case of the strong status equilibrium) increases the likelihood of making the correct choice.



4. Conclusion and Discussion By way of conclusion we can review what our model explains and what it does not explain. It does not explain status as such. Nor does it explain all kinds of status power. It specifically explains status influence. It does not provide the only explanation of status influence; nor does it explain status influence under all circumstances or for all types of actors. Rather it explains status influence where high-status persons are more prominent and when coordination is sought. This is not always the case. As already indicated, in the small groups on which so much of the research has been focused, higher-status persons are not more prominent, at least if what we mean by prominent is that they are more observable or connected. And it is not always the case that one wants to coordinate with other people. Usually, when we go on a vacation we do not want to go where everyone else is going.6 Perhaps most important, especially when we are talking about collective action, the intention of our model is not to capture the behavior of free riders since agents in our model are assumed to want to coordinate with as many others as possible. Rather than answering the call of a high-status person to attend a rally, donate to a cause or help with a campaign, some people might in fact do the opposite. Finally, even when one does imitate a high-status person, it is not necessarily in order to coordinate with others. One might, for example, imitate the behavior of a superior in a business firm in the hopes that one would be the only person doing so. Some teenagers start to smoke because they want 6



There are many situations where if too many people choose the same alternative, agents could be worse off because of crowding externalities. For an analysis of the role of information in the presence of crowding externalities see Clark and Polborn (2006).



to be different. In clothing selection, one might want to be distinctive rather than to be wearing what others are wearing. Yet, as Simmel ([1904] 1957) argued many years ago, fashion illustrates the desire of humans both to be distinctive and to coordinate. A person adopts a particular fashion to be different, but at the same time he or she does not want to be the only one doing so. In Simmel's words, fashion satisfies the human need for differentiation, "the tendency toward dissimilarity, the desire for change and contrast", but also for imitation, which "gives to the individual the satisfaction of not standing alone in his actions" (pp. 542-3). Simmel is also frequently cited for arguing that new fashions originate in higher socioeconomic groups and then diffuse to those of lower socio-economic status (p. 545). The reasons given for this by Simmel and by more recent writers are not the reasons suggested by our model. Their explanation is that lower-status individuals adopt the dress of higher-status groups in order to raise their own status; by appearing like their superiors they hope to gain entrance into their social world (Barber and Lobel 1952, p. 128). This "trickle-down" thesis has, however, been questioned (Meyersohn and Katz 1957; Crane 2000). Crane argues that it was true for only some segments of the working class in the nineteenth century and that it is hardly true at all today. People no longer try to raise their status by imitating the dress of those of higher status. Instead clothing selection has become fragmented with everyone adopting the style of a different group in the population according to the identity they are seeking. Be that as it may, our model suggests that we should not conclude too quickly that the influence of high-status persons has disappeared. They may still play a role as coordinators, but this function can best be performed by high-status persons with prominence. This line of reasoning would explain the fact that the high-status persons who have the most impact on fashions today are celebrities, who serve as role models for those groups in the population that identify with them, even though the clothing worn by celebrities often cannot be imitated exactly (Barber and Lobel 1952, p. 129; Crane 2000, pp. 135, 166). Coordination entrepreneurs seem to be aware of the importance of celebrities for their enterprises. If large-scale coordination is required celebrities are often called upon to assist. Coordination is clearly sought when wireless phone service providers offer their users lower rates (known as "mobile-to-mobile" rates) on calls to other users of the same wireless service. One of a number of such providers, T-mobile, which had previously used celebrities to launch new products, has recently signed internationally famous actress Catherine Zeta-Jones to be its spokeswoman in an effort to establish a global wireless communication network. Celebrities have also been used to provide an organizational focus for collective action. Irish rocker Paul "Bono" Hewson has used his celebrity status to promote a number of causes, most notably the "One Campaign", which has sought to rally citizens to urge their governments to devote extra funds and relieve sovereign debt in order to combat global AIDS and extreme poverty. In 2005 he and a large number of other international celebrities were enlisted by Bob Geldof to help coordinate Live Eight Concerts in England, France, Germany, Italy, Russia, South Africa, the United States, and Canada, in an effort to mobilize popular support and pressure political leaders to do more to reduce poverty in Africa. In these and other similar campaigns coordination entrepreneurs are aware that potential followers must decide both whether the measures being advocated are the correct ones, and also whether the campaign that is being promoted will mobilize



enough people to bring the measures into effect, indeed whether the campaign itself will get off the ground. Is the fight against AIDS and extreme poverty the most pressing cause? Is debt relief a good way to combat extreme poverty? Do the "One Campaign" and the Live Eight Concerts constitute an effective lobby on behalf of this effort? Will aid to Africa actually reach starving people? Will enough other citizens join these campaigns that governments will be pressured into devoting sufficient funds to this particular cause? Will citizens from enough different countries urge their governments to comply such that the measures advocated in these campaigns will make a difference? The participation of celebrities may not help to answer the first four questions as they are not obviously more informed about the economics of sovereign debt relief than any noncelebrity, but it should help to answer the last two questions which point to a need for coordination. It will be clear to the reader by now that we believe status power is a complex phenomenon that cannot be explained by any single factor under all circumstances. On the contrary, if we are going to understand status power we need to identify the different factors that operate under different circumstances. That our model explains status influence under very specific conditions is indeed its major strength. We have argued that because of the prominence of a higher-status person, accepting his or her influence can be a rational strategy in cases where coordination is important. We have characterized the conditions for the existence of equilibria in which either all initial-mover choices, or only the choice of the high-status individual, are used for decisions and compare the two equilibria in terms of social welfare. In this way we assess whether agents weigh the behavior of higher-status agents more heavily than that of other agents, and whether the total utility of agents is improved as a result of the existence of high-status persons.
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